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Chinese and Italian cities “at work” on memory and imagination

LU Shaoming, Anna Irene Del Monaco, Dina Nencini

This book is born from the will to undertake a joint research path on the 
general theme of transformation and renewal of urban contexts, deepening 
the case of historical Chinese and Italian cities. The research collected 
case studies and theoretical elaborations, focusing on the Chinese city of 
Shanghai and Chongqing and other Italian urban realities, filtering contents 
around thematic nodes such as memory, narration and reflection on new 
urban models. In particular, the initial idea emerged from shared reflections 
between Chinese and Italian scientific professors responsible for international 
agreements established between the Department of Architecture and the 
Design of Sapienza University of Rome and Chinese remarkable institutions. 
Indeed, the present research, promoted and directed by Dina Nencini, was 
joined by Anna Irene Del Monaco of Sapienza and Shaoming Lu of Shanghai 
Jiaotong University. All they, in turn, have involved other scholars already 
engaged in their previous and current studies on akin research issues and 
active in teaching and researching at University of Shanghai Jiao Tong 
University, Tsinghua University in Beijing, University of Chongqing, University 
of Naples Federico II, IUAV University of Venice and Polytechnic of Milan.
The book directly and indirectly draws on a series of questions about 
the “memory work” walking a theoretical path which has a relevant 
milestone in Lieu de memorie (Pierre Nora 1984) and the 1996 Trienniale 
di Milano entitled “Identità, differenze: Triennale di Milano, XIX Esposizione 
internazionale: integrazione e pluralità nelle forme del nostro tempo: le 
culture tra effimero e duraturo” (Identity, Differences: Triennale of Milan, 
XIX International Exposition: Integration and plurality in the forms of 
our time: cultures between ephemeral and enduring). Particularly, the 
exhibition was conceived within the framework of a conceptual pendulum, 
the postmodernism of Jean-François Lyotard’s wishing to leave universal 
values and the Paul Ricoeur’s hermeneutic narrative, in bringing towards 
the mimesis the three following categories: prefiguration, configuration, 
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reflection1. And observing that “The inhabitant, like the reader, welcomes 
the building with its expectations, resistances and controversies”. Ricoeur’s 
interests are concentrated also on the concepts of architecture and 
narratives supporting also the idea that “to design architecture is like to 
work with memory since a built space is a condensed time”.2 
Then, along the almost twenty-years-long conceptual path, the “memory 
work” in architecture has developed from removing modernity to absorbing 
modernity. The latest one, absorbing modernity, was the conceptual 
approach proposed by Cino Zucchi in the Italian Pavilion of the Venice 
Biennale of 2014 entitled “Innesti/Grafting”.
Therefore, within a kaleidoscopic framework, the book highlights differences 
and analogies on seven emerging issues grounded on the research work of 
Italian and Chinese scholars combined in pairs. Providing evidence of the 
comparative methodological approach is the most original purpose this 
volume intends to pursue. Also because it reveals the different challenges 
and possible overlapping areas of interests within two different architectural 
and urban cultural domain.
Hence, the book collects essays by Chinese and Italian scholars in pair, as it is 
evident in the index structure, endowing analogies and complementarities, 
and bringing together theoretical studies and on-field case studies.

1. Meaning of memory and its Narrative model 
Tomaso Monestiroli’s paper “The meaning of memory” investigates the role 
of memory in architecture, and its contemporary meaning and applications. 
Memory becomes a project tool to be used with a constructive character – 
i.e. reprising or starting over from a past position – or in a destructive way, 
denying that position, and therefore starting over on a new possible path, in 
a different direction. In both cases, the knowledge of history is considered a 
fundamental starting point.
LU Shaoming presents a paper entitled “Spatial network in Yuyuan 
Garden: a narrative model of memory-place”, that tends to evaluate the 
importance of spatial networks in physical and narrative system. Chinese 
classical garden is a typical place of memory and represents a harmonious 
and cultural oriented system within its built environment. What kind of 
system or strategies can we learn from the garden? How to make the 
place and its cultural memory? The science of networks is a new and 

1 Franco Riva (ed.), Leggere la città. Quattro testi di Paul Ricoeur, Lit Edizioni Srl, Castelvecchi, 
Roma 2013.
2 Paul Ricouer, Leggere la città. Quattro testi di Paul Ricoeur, Lit Edizioni Srl, Castelvecchi, Roma 
2013, passim (ebook).
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important language to depict the complex spatial relation between physical 
spaces, social activities and cultural meanings of place in small worlds. 

2. The Chinese city models: boiled or scrambled egg, Mountainous 
sponge city
Moving from the results of an exhibition organized by the Accademia 
Nazionale di San Luca during the Shanghai Expo 2010 at the Italian Pavilion, 
the essay by Federica Visconti and Renato Capozzi “The Chinese city: boiled or 
scrambled egg?” highlights the relationship between the ideological models 
of traditional and contemporary Chinese cities providing some comparative 
description of the urban models evolved in modern Italian urban culture.
The essay by ZHAO Wanmin, ZHU Meng, SHU Fangyong entitled 
“Mountainous sponge city planning methods in the View of Eco-hydrology. 
A Case Study of Chongqing Metropolitan Area” proposes the thesis of a new 
urban model for Chongqing, the sponge city model, practicing and fulfilling 
the value of theoretical innovation and ecological practical guidance. It also 
recalls the artistic memory of Chinese landscape painting. 

3. Waterfront landscape and industrial archaeology
The paper by LU Shaoming, “Place Narrative and urban identity-making 
historic sites. A case study in Shanghai” considers historical waterfront places 
along the HuangPu River in Shanghai as a great contributions to recording 
and carrying on the urban memory and to making the identities of city based 
on three fundamental elements, i.e., urban objects, places and events.
The paper by Esther Giani is entitled “Uncertain Forwards. Porto Marghera 
of Venice”. The author maintains the thesis that every industrial relic should 
be considered a monument to be absolutely protected. Her study deals 
about Porto Marghera, in the Venice harbour area, to be considered a rich 
and complex example of morphological stratifications.

4. Collective space for new public life in emerging megacities
In the paper by Francesco Menegatti, “Visions of the cities. Narration of 
emptiness”, the economic growth model and the tools developed in contexts 
of significant emerging economic investment are explored together with the 
possible rules for a new collective model of life.
S.M. Farid Mousavian’s paper, “Legibility of The Image of a Megacity “(Case 
Study Shanghai),  investigates the transformation of Shanghai in the last 
hundred years and recognizes its designing features and the attempts down 
for readability in two main districts of Shanghai.

5. Hybridisation of anthropic systems 
The paper by Nicola Marzot “The merits of hybrids in the life cycles of the 
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contemporary city analyses” the persistent hybridisation of anthropic systems 
with the surreptitious aim of sacrificing the concept of local identity, believed 
to be anything but instrumental to our expansionistic ambitions, not only of 
an economic-financial kind, in favour of an opening, and the consequent 
contamination of the “other”, dictated by new market conditions.
WANG Nian, JIA Ziyu, ZHOU Zhengxu propose a paper entitled “Plaza, Main 
Street, or Military Exercise Ground? A public space type in Tunpu villages 
and its’ memory” retrospectively inquiring a village history and its historical 
materials. Tunpu villages are typical prototypes of camp settlements where 
the only public space of the village has been transforming from the military 
exercise ground and central command structure to a public contemporary 
space with newsworthy tourist potentiality.

6. Narrations of Resistance, narrations of future
Dina Nencini’s essay “The survival of architecture, may be an iconography of 
future” explores the conditions that are at the base for durability and that 
identify immutable and permanent landscapes although it still remains an 
operating prophecy for reproducibility and modifications.
ZHAO Wanmin, SUN Ailu in “The Urban History and Construction of 
Chongqing” demonstrates the chronological spatial metamorphosis of the 
city of Chongqing and its long term engagement with the river water despite 
the rapid and consistent physical transformation.

7. Transliterations at the mirror
The essay by Anna Irene Del Monaco, “The hybrid modernity of Shanghai 
and Chongqing two Chinese megalopoli along the Yangtze River”, 
explores hybrid modernities at the mirror, writings on East-West cultural 
transliterations and the unexpected and paradoxical influences between 
eastern and western architectural culture.
ZHU Lixia, AN Jiaqi in “Shanghai  in  the Ming Dynasty: Garden Tours and 
Literature”, discuss the literary ecology in the Ming and Qing Dynasties 
under the cultural background of the construction of private gardens in the 
area south of the Yangtze River, which takes Shanghai as the centre. 
Gardens not only provided  places  for literati gathering, but also provided 
essential daily necessities for association activities and all the funds for 
anthologies and publications.
 
Therefore the book intends to present the first stage of a long-term 
research itinerary and sets itself as an experimental goal, hence open to 
revisions and integrations. To conclude this introduction we leave the 
word to a brief anecdote drawn from a fundamental book written in the 
1980s by two prominent Italian sinologists: a master, Giuliano Bertuccioli 
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– highly refined academic and diplomat – and his pupil Federico Masini, 
now professor at Sapienza University of Rome and one of the most brilliant 
active Italian sinologist. One of the concluding chapters of their book, Italia 
e Cina (Italy and China), addresses the theme “Italy in Chinese Culture and 
China in Italy between the Eighties and the Twentieth Century”. The two 
sinologists report accurately the travel diaries and the mail-correspondence 
that diplomats and travellers documented during their journeys in Europe 
and Italy. Therefore, there are many interesting writings and notes taken 
between the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. They discuss 
personalities such as Guo Songtao, particularly interested in European 
science and technology, Liang Qichao3, particularly sensitive in the Italian 
Opera (Turandot) and the characters of the Italian Risorgimento that were 
the subject for him for studies and essays having lived in Japan for a long 
time. Among the interesting pages of Bertuccioli and Masini is mentioned, 
in particular, what the synologist Volpicelli used to remember as “the most 
fun comparison” between Italians and Chinese, reported by Kang Youwei, 
a reformer disembarked at Brindisi in December 1904 and who, while in 
Naples, wrote: “I had imagined before coming to Europe, that they found 
beautiful palaces as crystal and jade, noble and intelligent people like gods 
and immortals [...] All northern European countries... they are better than 
ours. [But] Italy [is] just like China.”4 

3 Liang Qichao, father of Liang Sicheng, the ‘founder’ of modern historical studies of Architecture 
in China and moral founder of the Faculty of Architecture of Tsinghua University.
4 Bertuccioli G., Masini F., Italia e Cina, p. 253, quote Kang Youwei, Yidali youji, pp. 71, 73, G. 
Bertuccioli, Il “viaggio in Italia di K’ang Yu-wei”, in “Cina”, 4, 1958.
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The survival of architecture, may be an iconography of future

Dina Nencini

Dina Nencini

Sapienza University 

of Rome

Italy

Mythology of the public square and the forest: modern city and the Nature
In the essay “Forests: The Shadow of Civilization” Robert Pogue Harrison trac-
es the history of civilization and the literary imagery of the forest, through the 
metaphor of the unknowable, obscure and irrational out of the law, just of 
wild nature. The Nature assumes fundamental features for modernity, from 
the eighteenth century onwards the relationship with it becomes profoundly 
transformed into modern culture after the past.
But let us take a step backwards from the origins of the modern city, at that 
time when, together with the democratic root of Europe, affirms itself of the 
conviction that architecture can be fully determined by reason. In the eighteen 
century, extraordinary architects imagined a new city in which the aesthetic 
and ethical plan of its construction found a synthetic representation.
Architecture takes on a new role, begins to represent the public institution in 
an completely new way, and although in the past we can find expressions of 
good government, it’s with the eighteenth that in the Western world, the city 
assumes the traits of a democratic institution.
In Marc Antoine Laugier’s Essay on Architecture (1713-1769), the most impor-
tant aspect he faces concerns the relationship with Nature, interpreted as the 
rational foundation of all things. The city has to imitate the characters, which 
identify roads like avenues, perspectives and glimpses ... but in reality the 
image referred to by Laugier, which has so profoundly influenced architectural 
culture with its essay, is not the “wild” nature “But on the contrary, the Nature 
of Parks, the Versailles Park avenues (1666), the image of the great André Le 
Nôtre (1613-1700)”.
The idea of a city to be identified in Denis Diderot’s description1 of how it 

1  Denis Diderot, Traité du beau, trad. it., Trattato sul bello, Guido Neri, a cura di Miklos Nicola 
Varga, Milano, SE, 1995; nuova ed. Milano, Abscondita, 2001.
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would have made Place de la Concorde, Louis XV Square in Paris - similar to 
the image of the Cathedral in the Karl Friedrich Schinkel forest - translates a 
relationship between architecture and place, and nature based on mutual cor-
respondence. In the meaningful step of the Treatise on Beauty, Diderot shows 
us an urban view, filtered through the nature of which it becomes an emblem 
and transposition. He attributes to the lack of “imagination” of architects, the 
abatement of the forest that was there to make the Place de la Concorde.
In the square, imagined by Diderot, nature retains its “nature” character in 
defining an open urban space, as in a continuous play of allusion, through the 
darkness and the gaze of the columns, through the clarifying reason of the 
urban layout. Alois Riegl, reminds us, that the chiaroscuro was unthinkable in 
ancient art, before the seventeenth century and in Caravaggio, since the fall 
of form, the becoming of life was not represented. 
Place de la Concorde is the representation of reason, especially of the clarity of 
reason, far from the idea of nature, that underlies Diderot’s thinking and the 
image he gives us as a seductive and obscure place.
Even Marc-Antoine Laugier in the “Essay on Architecture” will compare the 
city to the forest. «We must consider a city as a forest. The streets of the first 
are the streets of the second and they must be traced in the same way. 
What, essentially, constitutes the beauty of a park is the multiplicity of the 
streets, their width, their straight line. But that is not enough: a Le Nôtre 
should draw the path, which deepens the taste and reflection, that you can 
find, simultaneously, order and eccentricity symmetry and variety.»2 
The Laugier Forest is the Park. Compared to the imagination Diderot assigns 
to nature, Laugier expresses an idea of “artificially nature” in which the plan 
of expression is ordered and metaphorically defined by analogy through the 
geometric design of the avenues of the Versailles Park where Nature is before 
all the representation of the clarity of reason. The Laugier’ Forest is the Park, 
compared to the imagination Diderot assigns to nature, Laugier expresses an 
idea of “artificially nature” in which the plan of expression is ordered and 
metaphorically defined by analogy through the geometric design of the ave-
nues of the Versailles Park where Nature is before all the representation of the 
clarity of reason. The park is an analogue (not ideological) model for the city, it 
is the nature project where geometry governs the pathways that define large 
green isolates. He said «This park-city will have to be beautiful like a garden, a 
place of escape and entertainment, so let’s put this idea in practice: that the 
design of our parks serves as a project for our cities».3

2 Marc-Antoine Lugier, Essai sur l’Architecture, trad.it. Saggio sull’architettura, Aesthetica, Palermo, 1987.
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Diderot considers the square as a natural and landscaped archetype, in which 
artifice and nature coexist in a poetic circularity that generates continuous 
varieties and contrasts, and such contrasts as many vital components of space, 
produce singular moments and never seen as a whole unit vision.
The Diderot’ Square has the characteristics of the interior, rather than the 
exterior places of the city. On the contrary, Marc Antoine Laugier’s square is a 
highly urban archetype, where the manifestation of nature-reason presuppos-
es the representation of a general order, in which architecture is carrying and 
expresses it through the correspondence between logical clarity of reason and 
clarity of the urban layout. Laugier considers the unity of the city as referring 
to nature as it reads in the description he makes of Paris: «It is an immense 
forest, with topographic variations that alternate the plain to the mountain, 
crossed in the middle by a large river that, dividing into multiple branches, 
forms islands of varying size.»4 This naturalistic description is useful in under-
standing how nature is contemporaneously considered origin and model. 
As Manfredo Tafuri wrote: «When Laugier announced in 1753 his theories 
about drawing the city, officially opening up the theoretical research of eight-
eenth century architecture, his words betray a double influence. 
On the one hand reduce the city to a natural phenomenon, on the other hand 
to overcome any a priori idea of urban order.»5 
If Laugier responds in an operational way, starting from the real point of ref-
erence to a new formulation of an architecture code, representing the subli-
mation of the theories of physiocraticism that leads to the necessity of con-
solidating the processes put into motion by the pre-revolutionary bourgeoisie, 
Étienne-Louis Boullée assumes the issue of dominating the ideological role 
of artistic activity, finding in the universality of nature new codes and values.
The European city originates from this new vision, from this rational founda-
tion, which is also and above all an ethical foundation. 
Architecture becomes a collective institution, based on the norm and order 
that are explicated in the design vision. If norm, order and project outline the 
salient features of the modern city, anomalies, disorder, and instantaneity can 
be the terms of the global metropolis.
Let us therefore return to the global condition, assuming that the transfor-
mations that connote it, in being repetitive and determined by multiple and 
complex factors, are hardly able to be oriented by the project.
There is, of course, a new way of thinking about architecture and urban space. 
It does not mean that this new way has suddenly appeared, on the contrary, 

3 Marc-Antoine Laugier, op.cit., pg. 145.
4 Marc-Antoine Laugier, op.cit., pg. 146.
5 Manfredo Tafuri, Progetto e Utopia. Architettura e sviluppo capitalistico, Laterza, Bari, 1973.
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Fig.3- 4 André Le Notre, 
Chantilly Castle and 
Versailles plan Garden
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we could say that it represents the development of one of the internal princi-
ples to the idea of the Modern Movement, the functionalist.
The global architecture has radicalized the meaning of architecture needs by 
reducing the use as simple consumption. The need for human beings and con-
sumption are not the same. Since consumption is regulated by independent 
logical, and in some cases antagonistic to those that led to the birth of modern 
space, what is produced are simple objects, that follow the logic of the market 
rather than spaces that correspond to complex needs. It radically changes the 
relationship between form and space, in all possible variations. If architecture 
becomes generic, as it has called it Rem Koolhaas, it assumes a neutrality that 
allows its maximum multiplicity of uses, therefore its performances.
But to the generic nature of space, there is a spectacular magnificence of the 
building’s surface, of what is immediately seen of it. If the project aspired to 
be definitive in urban construction, and above all aspired to be a synthetic 
expression of the different voices of society, now it is only a moment in which 
technical problems are solved.

The disappearance of urban space
It is often said that the urban space is gone, that the city and the metropolis 
are only built. But what does it mean? I think the issue is complex but neces-
sary to do, and that it concerns how citizens “participate”, and not simply use 
the space of the city. The next question to ask is about this relationship: who 
is the city, and what is representation? It is inevitable to compare different 
moments in urban history to answer.
However, we must choose the object of this comparison: the urban rep-
resentations. Of course all the city’s representations, up to the images of the 
global metropolis, are not exactly real. The chronological succession of city 
representations can be considered as an iconology of urban space, in which 
emerges the role assigned to it, in urban construction. The construction of this 
sequences of images, which takes on the aspect of a narration, refers to Atlas 
Mnemosine by Aby Warburg and the studies he referred to. Warburg poses 
the question of “similitude” and comparison aimed at the identification of a 
principle of stability, permanence, but also of the search for a starting point 
that goes from time to time renewed in our work.6

In this study, a representation that takes on the role of archetype should be 
identified. It is not in absolute terms, but it is like an image: it is the fresco 
of Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s Good Governance. In it urban space is the center 

6 This approach, operatively, concerns analogy and taxonomy, not as a declaration of impossibil-
ity to define something - we list and gather examples to get us closer to the definition through 
them, rather than defining it exactly - but to accept progressively all the possible declinations of a 
shape. This is a comparable method of searching for the “Urpflanze”, the original plan by Johann 
Wolfgang Goethe.
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Fig.5-6 Ambrogio Lorenzetti 
Fresco of Good Governance 
(1338-1339);
Times Square in New York 

Fig.7- Skyscrapers compo-
sition
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of public life and the city. The most important public buildings delimit it 
and it is the scene in which the urban tale takes place. At the same time it 
represents a way of life, harmonious and fair. If we observe the representa-
tions concerning the contemporary metropolis according to this particular 
key of reading, applying an analogous principle we see in every different 
representation how the urban space is always filled and that the metropolis 
assumes the characters of visual and virtual communication in which it is no 
longer the object of representation. Although much more visited than in the 
past, cities are places where the consumption ritual is most prevalent. It is 
demonstrated by the historical centers that host the world’s major brands 
nowadays, making them more and more similar. 
Peter Calthorpe, a founding member of the Congress for New Urbanism, 
and one of the earliest urban designers of ecology at the end of the 1970s, 
has renewed the modern method that identifies essential points to refer to 
the urban project to build a horizon sustainable and bearable urban. 
Calthorpe asks why we should think of walking in the city only if we are 
tourists and if we are on vacation, and proposes seven principles to bet on 
urban transformation. They are: preserve, mix, walk, bike, connect, ride and 
focus. It’s another way of thinking urban space, every principles regards 
the public space, the public dimension of the city. The rhythm and the vital 
condition of urban space that, in order to be inhabited primarily as a place 
of rituals, is opposed to the manifestation of the urban spectacle expressed 
by the consumerism of global cities. 
If the shows is “the reversal of life”7, because the reasons that determine 
them are outside, whether capitalist or financial reasons;  the urban narra-
tion is like «a long-term collective action that has as its objective, not con-
scious but indirect, even though it is pursued with coherence, the creation 
of a true epos»8 and therefore connected to life. 
What appears as a paradox in contemporary architecture is derived from 
the distorted relationship between performance and ritual. Richard Sennet 
identifies three characteristics that define the ritual: the first is the repetition; 
the second is the ability to turn words, objects, and space into a symbol; the 
third is the manifestation of dramaturgical expressionism.9 I mean, the set 
of architectural choices that define urban space are supported by the moti-
vations of perception / sensation of architectural phenomena, which today, 
unlike the past, have become more and more an event of consumption.

7 Guy Debord, La Société du spectacle, Paris, Èditions Buchet-Chastel, 1967.
8 Franco Purini, Narrazioni urbane, in Parametro, Bologna, Faenzaeditore, 2007.
9 Richard Sennet, Together. The Rituals, Pleasures and Politics of Cooperation, trad. it., Insieme. 
Rituali, piaceri politiche della collaborazione, Feltrinelli, Milano, 2012.
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Durability and future
The concept of durability concerns the ability of architecture to remain in the 
passage of time, a capacity directly linked to its own time, but also to the fu-
ture. This idea concerns the architect’s ability to intercept what needs to be 
maintained in the architectural work and what meaning they take the choic-
es he makes in the culture and reality of his own time. It means putting the 
memory problem thinking of what you want to be brought into the future.
Through the idea of enduring architecture expresses the characters of their 
time ... but is it possible to identify them in the contemporary time?
There is a doubt that this is a concept that does not take into account the 
speed of change in architecture and society. Using the narration term to 
understand and act in the urban context is a demarcation point. To under-
stand it, it is significant to make the distinction between performance and 
narration as this distinction helps us to establish the value of architecture as 
a place for the representation of human life. 
George Hersey argues that the most profound and ancestral reason for the 
birth of architecture is the ritual and sacredness that characterizes it as an 
intimate human and collective act at the same time. If the durability is the 
ability to remain within space and time, the rituality allows the architecture 
to exist and live by bringing to light the characters of collective representa-
tion. The abandonment of the spectacle by architecture in favor of rituality, 
collective rituals, is the only condition for the return to the life of architecture 
and the city. To submerge on this reflection means not addressing a crucial 
knot of contemporaneity, and giving up the possibility of the future.

No mythology without iconology
The virtualization and digitization, the rapid and rapid development of 
transformations, the multiplication of connections that David Harvey said 
to: “The world got smaller”10, would have meant the emergence of new 
urban models that would have benefited from those new possibilities. The 
principles listed by Peter Calthorpe, as I wrote, correspond to a city idea 
that we could describe as multipolar. These polarities are identifiable with 
the metropolitan outputs from which you can measure a distance for which 
you can walk on foot or using bike. This model already exists in Italy, where 
in various parts of the country the cities are small, and people may walk or 
go with bike, … However, this model works where the economy is strong, 
where investment and development allow a high standard of living. It is a 

10 David Harvey, The condition of Postmodernity, 1990, trad.it. di M. Viezzi, La crisi della moder-
nità, il Saggiatore, Milano, 1993.
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medium-density, medium-wide, and extending model, with a local economy 
and a good position in the global geographic context.
Thinking of some examples such as Tony Garnier, the city of Le Corbusier, 
the futuristic city of Antonio Sant’Elia, Hellytown of Portaluppi … In urban 
history, new cities expressed by posters defining the actions that architects 
have to make have so far been expressed in many representations. Rarely in 
the past there are manifestos of cities without pictures that represent them.
All these new city models are represented by images that show the possibil-
ity of existence within a new figurative imagery. 
This imagery is fundamental to building a new architecture and a new way 
of thinking about architecture and the city. These are urban visions. 
Vision is a configuration of specific forms and spaces from which thought is 
in a state of manifestation. Vision represents the ability to build a “look” and 
a “body” that does not rule out reality, but interacts with it, can modify and 
transform it. I believe that architecture has a task that goes beyond giving 
technical solutions, and the architect has to propose a vision, an image of 
city, of architecture ... hopefully really new.
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